A non-Manhattan Hexagon/Triangle Placement (HTP for short) paradigm is proposed in the present paper. Main feature of this paradigm lies in adapting to the Y-architecture which is one of the promising non-Manhattan VLSI circuit layout architectures. Aim of the HTP is to place a set of equilateral triangles with given size onto a hexagonal chip with maximal chip area usage. Based on the O-tree representation, some adaptive packing rules are adopted to develop an effective placement algorithm for solving the HTP problem in BBL mode. Two examples with benchmark data transformed from the Manhattan BBL mode placement (ami33/49) are presented to justify the feasibility and effectiveness of our algorithms. Experiment results demonstrate that the chip area usage of 94% is achieved through simulated annealing optimization.
INTRODUCTION
With the virtue of shorten the wire length of interconnect substantially, Non-Manhattan layout, which means to route diagonally instead of orthogonally, has recently attracted the interest of industry. For example, the X architecture, which is a non-Manhattan integrated-circuit (IC) wiring architecture based on the so-called 4-geometry, demonstrates a wire length reduction of more than 20% and a via reduction of more than 30% [8] .
On the other hand, a new performance competitive non-Manhattan routing paradigm called Y architecture is proposed recently [2] . Y-architecture can achieve almost the same throughput and wire length as X-architecture with one routing direction less [2] . The Y-architecture has been proved to be of interest in the on chip routing of processor arrays [3, 6] .
Though the two kinds of non-Manhattan architecture (X and Y) are both promising in the next generation of nanometer realm ICs, so far the major concern of the researchers and developers in this regard is focused on the routing aspect of the X/Y architecture [1, 4, 5] . To take full advantage of the non-Manhattan architecture, it is necessary to develop X/Y-aware floorplan and placement tools. In [8] , Teig proposed optimizing octilinear wire length instead of Manhattan wire length when designing the placer. But that is not enough. Cheng et al demonstrate in [2] that a hexagonal chip could produce 7.6% more throughput than a square one for the Y architecture, and an octagonal chip could achieve an improvement of more than 5.2% in throughput over a square one for the X architecture. Moreover, Zhou [3] placed their innerconnect architecture on hexagonal shaped processor array. To fully utilize the virtues of Y architecture, it is necessary to develop a Y-aware placer that could arrange the placement of modules on a hexagonal chip.
In a preliminary work, we attempt to solve the HTP problem by a specifically developed non-Manhattan placement representation called Helical Sequence (HS for short). An HS based packing algorithm called as Corner Coincidence Compact Placement (CCCP for short) is also designed to perform the HTP packing. To test the effectiveness of the HS/CCCP algorithm, elaborated are two benchmarks htp33and htp49, which are transplanted from the renowned Manhattan placement benchmarks MCNC ami33 and ami49 respectively, then a GA (Genetic Algorithm) optimization iterations are conducted on these two non-Manhattan benchmarks htp33 and htp49. The experimental simulation results show that the chip area usage is about 87%, far behind the 95 -96% for the Manhattan placement results easily obtained for ami33 and ami49. (This preliminary results obtained by the HS/CCCP approach has been summarized in a Tech Memo of EDA Group/UESTC, and is available under request by contacting jbyu@uestc.edu.cn) Motivated by getting better result for the non-Manhattan HTP problem, in this paper we will use the O-Tree representation that Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. is pervasively used in Manhattan floorplan. Based on the O-tree representation and some packing rules, an effective HTP algorithm is developed and tested by htp33 and htp49, The experimental results show that the rate of area usage could achieve the level of about 94%, very closed to the 95-96% usage for the Manhattan placement results on ami33 and ami49.
PRELIMINARIES 2.1 HTP Problem Formulation
To formulate the non-Manhattan HTP problem, we firstly build a triangle grid (refer to Figure1) instead of a Manhattan one. Every edge in the grid must be at either 0, 60 or 120°angle, that means we use the so-called 3-Geometry as mentioned in [2] . Triangle blocks must be placed on the grid. Then the HTP problem we are formulating could be defined as below:
Let B = {b 1 , b 2 ,…, b n } be a set of n equilateral triangle blocks with each block b i defined by the length of its edge e i. The task of hexagonal/triangle placement is to place the blocks on the grid without any overlap and find out a smallest equilateral hexagon that encloses all the blocks.
Here we do not consider the interconnection among blocks, but it's easy to integrate it into our system. An example of triangle grid and hexagonal placement is shown in Figure1. 
The O-tree Representation
An n-node O-tree is a tree with n+1 nodes encoded by (T, π), where T is a 2n-bit string that identifies the branching structure of the tree, and π is a permutation of the n node labels (excluding the root). When traversing the tree, we write a '0' for a descending edge and a '1' for subsequently ascending that edge. Figure2 displays a 7-node O-tree (00110100011011,adbcegf) and corresponding Manhattan placement. Details can be found in [7] .
The O-tree's Application in HTP Problem
In the HTP design, finding an efficient method to handle triangle block's packing is extremely important. In this paper, we adopt the O-tree, (which has been proven to be a powerful non-slicing representation for Manhattan BBL placement design) as the placement representation in our packing algorithm by taking account of its following advantages [7] :
(1) Less space to store a placement's O-tree code 
AN O-TREE REPRESENTATION ADAPTED TO HTP AND TWO RELEVANT ALGORITHMS
In this section we will present an O-tree representation adapted to the HTP problem. We adopt the original coding mode of O-Tree, i.e., using a 2n-bit 0-1 string and a block label's permutation π to represent a placement. Since packing of equilateral triangle blocks is much more complicated than that of rectangle blocks, some different but necessary packing rules, which are tailored for equilateral triangle block's placement, are introduced in our algorithm.
Definition 1 [Orientation of Blocks]:
There are two kinds of equilateral triangle blocks in a placement. We call those triangles with one corner pointing directly upward as Corner UP (UP for short) while those with one corner pointing directly downward as Corner DOWN (DOWN for short). For example, in Figure 3 Where the array variable "weight" is to indicate the relationship between the corresponding two blocks. A weight of "0" means these two blocks abut against each other, and any other value means they are isolated. Another array variable "mark" is to avoid processing the handled blocks repetitively. 
Compact HTP to Its O-tree Representation

O-tree Representation to Corresponding Compact HTP
Similar to the original O-tree for Manhattan placement problem, the edge in (T, π) determines the horizontal relations of blocks. However, in HTP problem the block is triangle rather than rectangle and the chip is hexagonal instead of rectangle. Therefore, the packing of triangle blocks should comply with some specifically formulated rules to be described below.
Packing for Roots of Directed Subtrees
Unlike the root node which represents one left vertical border of a rectangle chip in the original O-Tree, the root node of the O-tree for an HTP placement represents two left diagonal borders (60°a nd 120°). Moreover, because the location of the bend is likely to affect the final area optimizing result, we can not deliberately locate the bend of these two diagonal (60°or 120°) borders. Hence, in the packing procedure the location of the bend is decided by the structure of O-Tree.
Assume set O={o 1 ,o 2 ,…,o n } stands for the roots of the directed subtrees [7] of the O-Tree, namely the blocks originating from the root node in the O_tree. The elements o i ∈ O 's order are determined by the DFS searching procedure, in which they should be placed along the left border in order.
For the first block o 1 ∈O which is also the first block in the O-tree, we place it at the left-bottom corner of the HTP with this corner's coordinate recorded as (0, 0).
For other blocks in O, assuming block o j is the current block to be placed, we pack it according to the orientations of o j and its previous block o j-1 . We can determine the location of o j according to the following three rules: Figure4(a) and (c) ), we can draw a 60°l ine l through the leftmost corner of o j-1 , and then let o j slide downward along l's right hand side until it is cumbered by a block which has already been packed. Figure4(b) ), we can also draw a 60°line l through the leftmost corner of o j-1 , then let o j slide downward along l's left hand side until it is cumbered by an already placed block. Figure4(d) ), we will draw a 120°line l through the leftmost corner of o j-1 , then make o j slide downward along l's right hand side until it is cumbered by a packed block.
b. When o j is DOWN but o j-1 is UP (shown as
c. When both o j-1 and o j are DOWN (shown as
As can be seen in Figure4, when we pack a block at the root of a directed subtree in the O-tree, the bend of the left border is determined adaptively to the O-tree.
Packing for General Blocks
In this section, we pack other general blocks that are not the roots of directed subtrees. Assume block s is the current block that we want to pack and p is its parent whose location has already been fixed. According to the orientations of p and s we can determine the location for s by the following two rules: a. When p is UP (shown as Figure 5(a) and (b) ). Firstly we draw a 60°line l 1 through the rightmost corner of p, then let block s slide downward along l 1 's right hand side until it is cumbered by a block which has already been packed. s is then located if the Y coordinate of its horizontal edge is smaller than that of p's. If s' horizontal edge fails to reach a position lower than p's, we place it according to another rule: we draw a 120°line l 2 through the rightmost corner of p, and then let s slide downward along l 2 's right hand side until it is cumbered by a placed block.
When both p and s are DOWN (shown as Figure 5(d) ), the placing process is similar. Figure 5(c) ). We draw a 60°line l through the rightmost corner of block p, and then let block s slide downward along l's right hand side until it reaches any packed block.
b. When p is DOWN while s is UP (shown as
According to the above two rules, every node in the O-Tree could be placed if its parent is located. Thus we could locate every node in the O-Tree by a DFS.
O2CH Algorithm Description
Given any O-tree, we can build the corresponding compact HTP by a DFS and the rules mentioned in section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
As is done for the original O-tree, in order to reduce the run time for locating a block, a contour structure [7] is used to record the block where we want to insert next block within the contour. In fact, this contour structure is a variable and double linked list of blocks, which describes the contour line in current compact direction. As can be seen from section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 of this paper, the compact direction is 60°or 120°.
The run time is linear to the number of blocks without the contour structure. By maintaining a contour structure, the amortized time of finding any Y coordinate becomes constant. Thus, the time complexity of this algorithm is O(n), where n is the number of blocks. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To search the optimal solution, we develop an optimizing algorithm based on the SA (Simulated Annealing) algorithm. Unlike the original deterministic algorithm using O-tree, in which only the external nodes inserting operation is included when perturbing the O-Tree, we adopt four kinds of operation to search an optimal solution: swap, rotating, external node's inserting and internal nodes inserting, which can enhance the chance to get a good packing result within a comparatively shorter time.
We implemented our packing algorithm in C language. The simulation experiments are conducted on a platform consisting of a PC machine with 256M memory. The OS is Windows 2000.
Since no benchmark for non-Manhattan HTP is available for the time being, for testing our algorithm we elaborate two benchmarks referred to as htp33 and htp49, which are transplanted from their Manhattan BBL mode placement counterparts MCNC ami33 and ami49 respectively [9] . Every block in htp33 and htp49 is an equilateral triangle and is exactly of the same area as the corresponding block in ami33 and ami49. Figure 6(a) and (b) demonstrate the best packing results, the data of the area usage and the runtime for the corresponding benchmark are given in Table 1 .
Note that the orientation of routing channel lies at 0°, 60° or 120°angle which is more suitable for the Y architecture. Hence the correctness of our HTP approach has been verified. The algorithm is tested by benchmarks htp33 and htp49. As compared to the HS/CCCP approach, the chip usage rate increases from 87% to 94% by using our new HTP algorithm. This improvement might be mainly attributed to : i) The O-tree representation seems be more powerful than the HS representation; ii) The adaptive packing strategy used in our new algorithm is more effective than that used in the CCCP approach.
The problems remained in the present work can be summarized as the following: 1) Theoretically prove the optimum solution is within the solution space created by the O-tree representation when used in the non-Manhattan placement problem, in spite of the fact that the O-tree representation is able to include the optimal solution in its solution space for the Manhattan floorplan case;
2) Develop efficient algorithm to evaluate the wire length when using the O-tree representation to solve the HTP problem since the wire length estimation is another important measure of the layout result assessment;
3) Decrease the run time of the iterative packing algorithm by seeking more powerful representations as well as more efficient packing rules for the HTP problem; 4) Create more suitable non-Manhattan placement benchmarks besides the htp33 and htp49 such that people could test a newly developed placement algorithms more reliably.
We are confident that any progress on the mentioned above problems will be helpful in promoting the non-Manhattan floorplan research efforts. For example, one of our recent projects in this research direction is try to solve another non-Manhattan placement problem called as OTP (Octagonal/Triangle Placement), a placement paradigm suitable for the X-architecture. Since the X-Architecture chip design is so far limited in the routing layers, while our efforts in this regard are concentrated in the bottom circuit layer, by integrating the diagonal routing into this layer would be of interest in alleviating the routing pressure of the upper routing layers, and further enhancing the performance of the X/Y Architecture based IC chips.
The non-Manhattan layout research area is full of academic and technological challenges such as non-Manhattan floorplan, global routing, gridless, non-preferred direction wiring (both for the X-architecture and Y-architecture), X/Y-aware geometric data structures for graphic visualization and layout databases, etc. Further efforts in these research areas are worthy being encouraged.
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